On draft-irtf-nfvg-policy-based-resource-management

Chicago, March 2017
### Rethinking Area-Focused Documents

- **We need to re-think the approach to publication based on area-focused documents**
  - From the experience with the first (this) one
  - In the light of available results

- **Few general hints**
  - Leave documents evolve on their own
  - If and when authors think documents are ready for adoption or last call try to identify related documents and seek for merging
  - Consider the possibility of integrating other related results as a key aspect for supporting the document

- **This will be shared on the list**
  - With some additional details probably
  - To be confirmed by the group
The Fate of

draft-irtf-nfvrg-policy-based-resource-management

• **Work already done**
  – Though not complete
  – But a few more options than just forgetting about it

• **Three options**
  – Make it focused on resource management, having policy-based aspects as one of the matters to consider
  – Make it focused on policy-based management, having resource management a particular application case
  – Split it into two separate documents and analyze which one (or both) of them has enough support and material to continue

• **Ask the editors and original authors**
  – With the document(s) under the new rules sketched before